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ABSTRACT
Residue Number System has to carry free operation and its various applications like digital signal processing,
multimedia, security purpose, and medical perception. Removes of the redundant logic operation require the group
carry selection logic which is dependent on Parallel Preﬁx Adder design. Therefore the logic operation of the preprocessing unit of PPA is simpliﬁed form to save logic resources. This modiﬁed parallel preﬁx adder consumes less area
as compared to the existing design. In this paper, we propose the parallel architecture based on a parallel preﬁx tree is
helpful for computation at higher speed operation. The reported design consumes 24.1% more area and 26.4% more
power compare to THE proposed parallel preﬁx adder design. The proposed PPA design using modiﬁed carry computation
algorithm and reported design used diminished-1 modulo 2n+1 adder structure is presented. A presented modulo adder
design using the proposed parallel preﬁx adder and improved carry computation used in the previously proposed design.
The proposed diminished-1 modulo (2n +1) adder design shows a 24.5% saving in area-delay-product (ADP).
Keywords: Parallel Preﬁx adder; Computer arithmetic; Diminished-1 representation.

INTRODUCTION
In the ﬁeld of digital computer arithmetic, the residue number system offers advantages in terms of conversion of
higher arithmetic integers into a smaller arithmetic number via parallel operation. An integer is a set of residues called
moduli. RNS is a highly scalable and fast technique that is suitable for high performance (R.P. Bent et al., 1982). In a
portable device design, the scaling technique is the better option for low-power digital circuit design. RNS has performed
carry-free operations for compact, high-speed implementation of circuits (R. Ladner et al.,1980, A. A. Hiasat,2002).
RNS applications like digital image processing, widely used in medical perception, machine view, military target ﬁnding,
multimedia, and security purpose requires low power consumption and high speed. RNS achieves high speed with a
parallelism nature. RNS has been adopted in the design of Digital Signal Processors (DSP). Modulo 2n+1 multiplier is
widely used in a wide range of applications including random number generator which has remarkable applications in
cryptographic algorithms (Kogge P.,1973). Various cryptographic systems have been studied and implemented to ensure
the security of information. In the designing of a normal modulo adder, it is essential to use continual computing stages.
(Patel et al.,2007) have deﬁned implementation architecture for modulo 2n - (2n-2 + 1) adder. This architecture consists
of a carry-computation unit. Thereby, repetitive elements of carrying computation stages are suppressed. However, the
structure is the same as the carry computation unit as for 2n - (2n-2 + 1) modulus. In (S. Knowles 1999), authors have
described various algorithms to generate the fast carry bit.

Figure 1. Basic diagram of modulo (2n +1) adder
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Figure 1 shows the modulo adder has a two-block sum generation block and a selection of modulo block. The
sum of two residue number perform sum reproduction block and modulo operation performs modulo group. The
reversed form of carrying in sum reproduction unit restricted the modulo processed. A modulo adder two ripples carry
adder (RCA). The single RCA has path delay of TA and two RCA has 2TA is the delay of RCA. To implement
diminished-1 modulo (2n+1) adder has considered various types of modulo adder with less critical path delay. (S. Song
et.al.,2002) proposed a design using carry select adder (CSLA) which reduces the half delay of modulo adder and to
increases the combinational logic in an equal manner. Authors (R. Zimmerman,1999), using parallel preﬁx adder in
diminished-1 modulo (2n+1) adder given possibility to reduce complexity. This adder using an extra carry increment
stage in place of two CSLA (R. Zimmerman, 1999). Hence, mostly preferred parallel preﬁx adder in place of CSLA
and generally used in design to modulo (2n+1) adder. In RNS the overhead is the main issue that can remove using
carry rippling. For slash, the carry rippling inside the sum computation group is achieved by the CPD (Critical Path
Delay) saving. For reducing carry rippling indoors the carry computation group of Parallel Preﬁx Adder remove overhead
logic operation required different selection logic to formulated. To achieve the design efﬁciency of the parallel preﬁx
adder the overhead logic operation should be reduced. To this end, study the review of parallel Preﬁx adder is presented
in this section, presents an algorithm of parallel preﬁx adder has been done. Then, the modiﬁed logic formulation of
parallel preﬁx adder has been described. Then proposed structure of diminished-one modulo 2n+1 adder has been
performed. The goal is to save the area in a parallel preﬁx adder. Finally, the Synthesis results have been evaluated, the
last section is the conclusion.

REVIEW OF PARALLEL PREFIX ADDER
SklanskyAdder
Sklansky preﬁx tree is an 8-bit adder. It is unpretentious among the preﬁx trees. Figure 2 shows the Sklansky
tree. Sklansky adder uses fewer logic resources to compute the carries. It has reduced logic resource utilization as compared
to Knowles and Kogge Stone preﬁx architecture (Kogge P.,1973). But it has a higher fan-out. The fan-out grows
exponentially from input to output of such adder. This adder is a compact version of the Brent Kung adder where fan-out
is increased and logic resources are reduced (H. T. Kung et al.,1982) (Kogge P.,1973).

Figure 2. Sklansky adder [2]

Figure 3. Kogge stone adder[4]
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Kogge Stone Adder
The Kogge Stone adder is a parallel and regular structure. It is shown in Figure-3 for the 8-bit operand. This
adder is extensively examined in the fastest adder design. It is generally used for high-performance adders. The Kogge
Stone adder takes more logic resources to compute carries; it results in more area requirements than the Brent Kung.
It has also a lower fan-out at each stage so it enhances the performance. Another drawback of the Kogge Stone adder
is the wiring congestion.
Brent Kung Adder
Brent Kung adder has a large number of design levels so it reduces its computational speed. Figure 4 shows
the Brent Kung preﬁx tree. It has an 8-bit operand. With a large number of inputs, it has the lowest area and delay.

Figure 4. Brent Kung adder[2]

Figure 5. Han Carlson adder[3]

Han Carlson Adder
Han Carlson preﬁx adder as shown in Figure 5 is similar to the Kogge Stone adder as it has a maximum fan-out
of 2.This adder uses fewer cells and wire tracks than the Kogge Stone. It has an 8-bit operand. It is observed as a sparse
version of the Kogge Stone preﬁx tree because it requires extra logic levels.
Let, the parallel preﬁx adder adds two n-bit numbers X = Xn-1, Xn-2, Xn-3, Xn-4, ........., X0 and Y =Yn-1, Yn-2, Yn-3,
Yn-4, ........., Y0 along with a carry input bit Cin, and produces n-bit sum bit and S = S1, S2, S3, S4, ........., Sn-1 output
carry Cout. The input operands receive pre-processing unit x and y and compute three operands namely carry propagate
bit p, carry generate bit g, and half sum bit h which size are n-bit are given as:
gi = xi,yi,pi = xi+yi,hi = xi

yi

(1)

where symbol{.;+} denote logical OR, AND, and Ex-OR operations.
The pre-processing unit generates two terms, generate terms(g) and propagate terms(p), and these generate
and propagate bit using carry computation unit as input and count the n-bit carry called Cout. The sum propagation unit
using input Cout and half sum bit. The input Cout using (n-1) least signiﬁcant bits(LSBs) from the carry estimation
group and half sum bit produce from the pre-processing block. This paper presents Algorithm-1 (Kogge P, Stone H,
1973), the parallel preﬁx operators use in the carry computation unit.
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operator deﬁnes the parallel preﬁx operator.

In the n-bit carry bit, the most signiﬁcant bit(MSB) Cn-1 represent output carry bit Cout and the remaining
bit called (n-1) Least Signiﬁcant Bits of n-bit carry are forwarded to the ﬁnal sum group, there are used to compute the
n-bit sum S using half sum bit and the input carry. The half sum bit is generated by pre-processing block. The logic
expression has given as-

2. Algorithm-2 for Parallel Preﬁx Adder
The carry computation algorithm (ﬁrst algorithm) is represented in a modiﬁed algorithm by the authors (S.
Mathew et al.,2003), it introduces at the time that the group carries computation algorithm (GCCA). The group generates
bit and group propagate bit(GGk,l, PPk,l) are generated. The GCCA is given as
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and group index is

The carry computation unit depends on group carry computation algorithm which are generate K group carry
bits Ck, for 0 ≤ k ≤ k − 1, where K=(n/4). All group carry bit computes and generate four intermediate carry signal . Using
the logic expression

Carry bits called a group of four intermediate signal {Csk-1,C4k,C4k+1,C4k+2} ,a group of half sum bits
{h4k,h4k+1,h4k+2,h4k+3}are used as a input to compute a group of intermediate signal called sum bits
{S4k,S4k+1,S4k+2,S4k+3} using the logic expression

When inside carrying bits are calculated to the group carry bit, there is a carry rippling. The region carries
rippling, the PPA-based sum generation of algorithm-2 requires 6 extra gates delay as compared to the algorithm-1.
Generally, Algorithm-2 actions in carrying computation unit save area on the other hand raise data addiction in ﬁnal
sum block.
Algorithm-2 offers selection logic of ﬁnal sum computation unit, which are reduce the data dependency. Depend
on this selection logic, two head of sum bits {S04k,S04k+1,S04k+2,S04k+3} and {S14k,S14k+1,S14k+2,S14k+3} , comparable to the
certain group carry bit (Ck = 0) and (Ck = 1) are generated. In the group carry bit Ck is used by selection logic. The
selection logic to prefer one head available of the two heads for the ﬁnal sum bits {S4k,S4k+1,S4k+2,S4k+3} . The logical
interpretation of certain selection logic and sum bits are given as
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MODIFIED LOGIC FORMULATION OF PARALLEL PREFIX ADDER
To decrease data addiction of sum generation block depends on the group sum selection unit which is based
on modiﬁed parallel preﬁx adder algorithm however requires some additional logic expressions. The group-sum-selection
logic in the sum generation unit reduces by 6 gates critical path. The overhead complication of (3n/2) AND, (3n/4) NOT,
(3n/4) OR, and (3n/4) XOR gates as n-bit parallel preﬁx adder. In group sum selection logic the overhead complexity
comes out larger than the extent of delay saved.

MODIFIED STRUCTURE OF PARALLEL PRE-PROCESSING BLOCK
The parallel preprocessing unit consists of n logic cells. These logic cells depend on two-input XOR gates,
two inputs, AND gate, two OR gates. The hardware dependency of n-bit pre-processing of 6n gate costs, whereas one
gate cost is equivalent to four transistors. Every logic cell can be implemented by using the logic diagram of the
pre-processing unit, which is shown in Figure 6. Figure-6 shown the modiﬁed pre-processing block, which is based on
the costs of the gate is 5n. So one gate saving in every logic cell when implemented pre-processing stage using this
structure.

Figure 6. Modiﬁed logic diagram of the pre-processing unit.
In equation (6.2), putting k=1
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Equation (9) is rewritten as
Where C04k = g4k and C14k = p4k , C04k and C14k show the certain carry bits corresponding to the group carry bit.
The ﬁnal carry bit Ck = 0, Ck = 1 can be chosen against the speciﬁed( C04k, C14k) using selection logic.
Equation (10) can be expressed as

This structure of parallel preﬁx adder gives, a fast processing speed and regular structure. The proposed work is
based on a carry computation unit. It has also less area as compared to the Kogge Stone adder (B. K. Patel et al.,2018).
Our proposed architecture modiﬁed the PPA modulo (2n +1) adder shown in Figure-7. The processing speed is improved.
The area is less in comparison to the Kogge Stone adder (H.T. Vergos et al., 2012). The proposed design focuses on
the carry computation unit. In the carry-computation unit, the generate carry terms use to generate and propagate signals.
The proposed work reduces the generation and propagation terms as compared to the Kogge Stone adder.

Figure 7. Modiﬁed parallel preﬁx structure of modulo 2n+1 adder.
The set of partial products is obtained by using the partial product reduction scheme as given in the Wallace tree
method[2]. In this architecture, the Inverted End Around carrying (IEAC) represents the complement form of carrying
output. It shows that the derived tree multiplier has a regular structure. Figure-8 represents the modulo (2n +1) multiplier.
In this multiplier addition of diminished-1 number use modulo (2n +1) adder. The block 0,1,2,3,…..12 represent full
adder.

PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF DIMINISHED-ONE MODULO 2n+1 ADDER
The proposed modulo adder design is more efﬁcient than the reported design (H.T. Vergos et al.,2012). The proposed
Parallel Preﬁx adder design can be improved in a successive way than the reported modulo adder. Still, we ﬁnd that the
sparse carry computation algorithm of diminished-one adder can be expressed in a modiﬁed version to bring more
regular compare to existing. The proposed modulo (2n +1) adder design is shown in ﬁgure-8 for n=16. The structure
of solid circle represents preﬁx operation and it contains 2 AND gates and 1 OR gate. Hence the proposed structure
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consists of n number of two-input XOR gates, number of two-input AND gates, number of two-input OR gates, and
n number of NOT gates. The proposed carry computation block involves {K(L+3)} nodes, where K represents costs
of NOT gates. Here k = n/4 and L=log2(n/4). The existing parallel preﬁx design based on algorithm-I and algorithm-II
consumes extra n and (7n/4) XOR cells compare to the proposed parallel preﬁx adder design. The proposed parallel
preﬁx design and existing PPA design are based on algorithm-I and algorithm-II are calculated in terms of the number
of gates and number of transistor costs. Whereas one gate cost is equivalent to four transistors. The theoretical
comparison of the area-based table is shown in Table-I. Table-I represents the proposed design area saving increases
when increasing the bit size. It achieves in terms of transistor costs approximate 24% and 22% less area compared to
the existing design (size n=32) which is based on Algorithm-I and Algorithm-II (H.T.Vergos et al.,2018, J. Peng et
al.,2018, S. Mathew et al., 2003, B. Patel et al.,2018).

Figure 8. Proposed diminished-1 modulo 2n+1 adder for n=16.
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Table 1. Hardware analysis in terms of gates and Transistors

SYNTHESIS RESULTS
Every VLSI design is coded using VHDL language and functional veriﬁcation execute through test bench waveform
perform the ISim simulator of Xillinx ISE 14.2 EDA tool. Each VLSI design is synthesized using Synopsys design
compile TSMC 65nm CMOS to calculate the area, consumption of power(using virtual clock) at 0.88V supply voltage,
and delay. Delay calculating in form of minimum clock period(MCP). The recorded value calculated by Design Compiler
is shown in Table-II for comparison to the existing value. Table II represents the existing design result compare to the
proposed design result consumes more area.
Table 3. Synthesis result of parallel preﬁx adder design

The proposed design for bit size 32 consumes 25.8% less area and 28.1% less power and hardly 3.4% more
minimum clock period compare to the existing design based on algorithm-I. Equivalently, the existing PPA design
based on algorithm-II (bit size 32) compare to the proposed Parallel Preﬁx Adder design consumes 25.8% more area,
28.2% more power, and hardly 3.4% less Minimum Clock Period. The proposed design save area and power provide
mainly saving in XOR unit. The proposed design provides more area saving for large bit sizes. The proposed parallel
preﬁx adder design to calculate efﬁciency for comparison in terms of ADP and EDP(ADP stands for area delay product
and EDP stands for energy-delay product) from the simulation result shown in table-II. In ﬁgure-6, it is mentioned that
the proposed Parallel Preﬁx Adder design requires less ADP and EDP compare to the reported Parallel Preﬁx Adder
designs based on Algorithm-1 and Algorithm-2 for bit size 32. The proposed PPA design giving a 22.6% in ADP
saving and 24.2% in EDP compared to the PPA designs based on Algorithm-2 (H.T.Vergos et al.,2018, Patel R.A. et
al.,2007, S. Mathew et al., 2003, L.S. Didier et al.,2013, B. Patel et al.,2018) which is leading with the existing Parallel
Preﬁx Adder designs.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a parallel preﬁx adder proposed which is depends on the group-carry selection logic. In the group
sum selection logic by using carry rippling is used to avoid redundant logic operations in the carry computation unit.
The pre-processing entity shows the reduced form to shorten logic resources. The proposed design represents an efﬁcient
PPA design. For bit size 32. The proposed PPA design consumes 24.8% less area and 26.4% less power. The proposed
Parallel Preﬁx Adder design using reduced carry computation algorithm for diminished-1 modulo 2n+1 adder structure
has been presented. The proposed diminished-1 modulo (2n +1) adder design saves 22.4% in ADP and 24.2% in EDP
than the existing modulo adder structure. This design of the modulo adder can be applied in FIR ﬁlter design and cloud
computing. The proposed work is further to be extended to analyze the diminished-1 and normal encoding impact
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on an RNS application via FIR filters and discrete cosine transform. The proposed modulo adder design can be
efﬁcient implementation for the various modulo arithmetic circuits for the residue number system.
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